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"No soccer game today" Jessie Said "YES!", Our streak will go on and on! Corey
said" I'm gonna go outside and practice. "OHHHHH NO you don't. Due to rain, you
are staying inside. And it's NOT option." Corey's eyes started to shine bright. He
mumbled and said, "BUT ITS JUST RAIN !!!" He marched up the stairs whispering
to himself. "I hate my dad I hate my dad I hate my dad." His dog comet wa s
uncomfortably follows Corey. Corey thinking what can he do for fun. While
On the bed he feels a pull on the leg. It feels good, every 10 seconds the eyes
close more more and more.

T'H£ NEXT' DAY
Moaning and moaning the soccer "pro" wakes up. "What time is it? He hea rs a
deep echo from downstairs. "ITS SOCCER TIME ! For the semifinals, you have to be
on a roll. Wake up, eat breakfast, put on soccer gear. 25-minute drive. 5-minute
delay, Set up chairs and then chill dude. While arriving,One of the opponent
started abusing Cory with bad language. When all the team members arrived the
rushed to the position liner. Corey got tc (Team captain} and his best friend
tanner got goalie. Corey moving like a worm, thinking about action figures. GET
YOUR HEADS OUT OF THOSE FLYING GAS THINGIES IN THE AIR COREY CARTER !!!
Said coach smith. "Yes sir ...." Whistle blows Corey scores a point immediately. Mid
game Corey gets the ball, running towards the goal, BUT not the correct goal.
Everyone shouting "WRONG WAY" But the other team shouting "KEEP GOING"
Corey kicks the ball, hits the corner bounces back to Corey he kicks it then realizes
that the goalie was his best friend Tanner. The ball bounces off his hip. Half the
other team said "TOUCHDOWN !" Imitating Corey when he gets a goal. Mr. Carter

(Jessies dad) rushed to the field and demanding in a nice way. The team called
Corey "WRONG WAY CARTER"

TH£ DA)( COR£.Y STO S CRY NG
"Corey. Come downstairs" Uncle jessie said... Coming! *still on play station
playing Minecraft * He peeks over the railing seeing that all of his family members
are there. "My butt is growing roots sit down would ya ?" Uncle jessie continued
"Alright. Now look at that tv like its soda. *Funny clips of his family started to pop
up. First kick then OWWW CRAMP ! Corey starts busting out with laughter, Then...
"WRONG WAY CARTER" the doorbell rings "hey I was wondering if you would like
to play football, free sign up at keystone middle school" Well.....

